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Abstract
Despite a variety of different treatment options for major depressive dis-
order (MDD), many patients do not experience adequate symptom relief.
Moving from the standard one-size-fits-all treatment prescription towards
stratifying patients to different interventions by means of biomarkers,
could aid in increasing clinical remission.
We recently developed a clinically implementable and easily interpretable
biomarker (Brainmarker-I) based on the individual alpha peak frequency
(iAPF) measured during resting-state electroencephalography (EEG) in a
large heterogeneous dataset (N¼4249), and conducted blinded out-of-
sample validations in two independent samples, successfully predicting
remission to different pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical in-
terventions of attention-deficit/hyperactivity-disorder. Next, we applied
Brainmarker-I to several datasets to predict remission to different MDD
treatments including rTMS (10Hz left DLPFC and 1Hz right DLPFC) and
pharmaceutical interventions (sertraline, escitalopram, venlafaxine).
Positive predictive values (PPVs) were employed to indicate the direction
of treatment stratification. Normalized PPVs were calculated to improve
comparability of predicted increase in remission rates across datasets.
As demonstrated in earlier work, an iAPF close to the stimulation fre-
quency of 10Hz at the site of stimulation best predicted remission to 10Hz
rTMS, with an increase in predicted normalized remission rate (normal-
ized PPV) of 24%. A relatively lower iAPF suggested an increased likelihood
of remission to sertraline, while individuals with a relatively higher iAPF
were more likely to remit to 1Hz rTMS. Escitalopram and venlafaxine were
exploratively examined in the same way, and results are discussed.
Here we present a transdiagnostic treatment stratification biomarker that
is capable of predicting differential treatment outcome in patient sub-
groups, and that is ready for implementation in clinical practice. Brain-
marker-I represents a first step from a one-size-fits-all treatment approach
towards personalized psychiatry in depression treatment.
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Abstract
Background: Transcranial Pulse Stimulation (TPS) is a new therapy that
uses shockwaves for the treatment of Alzheimer's Disease (AD). In humans,
there is first evidence for beneficial clinical effects after a series of six TPS
sessions. Magnetic resonance imaging studies suggest up-regulation of
memory networks as well as increased cortical thickness after stimulation.
Effects on oscillatory electrical brain activity measured with resting state
electroencephalography (EEG) have not been reported so far.
Methods: A consecutive number of four pilot TPS-treated AD-patients was
examined. TPS-naïve resting EEGs were recorded before treatment and
compared with EEG-recordings directly after first stimulation. All patients
received 4Hz TPS of about 6000 pulses of 0.2 mJ/mm2 (navigated

bifrontally, biparietally, bitemporally and praecuneus) using the Neurolith
System (Storz Medical). Frontal, parietal, central and temporal channel
clusters were analyzed with regard to their alpha, theta delta and gamma
power and for a measure of Tsallis entropy.
Results: The immediate effect after first TPS on grand-average EEG resting
state showed an increase of power in all frequency bands and for total
power, although a significant difference between pre- and post-stimula-
tion was not revealed due to power variability. However, the grand-
average across patients and channels of Tsallis entropy showed a signifi-
cant reduction after a single stimulation session.
Discussion / Conclusion: Limited due to a high variability (and possibly
due to underpower) we found power increase across frequency bands and
channels which failed signifance. On the other hand Tsallis entropy was a
more sensitive measure for change on EEG activity after stimulation. This
might reflect a global reset of uncoordinated and thus pathological neural
activity after TPS stimulation. More measurements should be added
including longitudinal serial recordings over the treatment course of six
sessions with correlations of clinical treatment effects.
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Abstract
Objectives: Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is an effective treatment for
depressive disorders and approved for use in adolescents and adults, but it
is unclear whether efficacy or side effect burden differs with age or if
effectiveness in usual clinical practice matches that in prospective studies.
We examined the effects of ECT on depression and cognition in a large
clinical cohort.
Methods: A retrospective cohort study of patients ages 16 and older
receiving ECT between 2011 and 2020 and who were evaluated with the
Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (QIDS), the Behavior and
Symptom Identification Scale-24 (BASIS-24), and the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA) at baseline and after treatment #10.
Results: Among 1,698 patients, ECT was associated with a decrease in
depression symptoms (QIDS reduction from 17.1±4.9. to 10.1±5.2) and
improvement in self-reported mental health (BASIS-24 scores improved
from 1.92±0.55 to 1.17±0.60). There was a reduction in MoCA scores from
25.8±3.1 to 25.4±3.1. In multivariate models, age was not associated with a
differential QIDS or BASIS-24 response, but older age was associated with a
lesser reduction in MoCA.
Conclusion: Among 1,698 patients aged 16 and older, ECT was associated
with improvement in depression and overall self-reported mental health,
with a slight decrease in cognition. Age was not associated with changes in
efficacy, but older age was associated with a lesser cognitive change as
measured by the MoCA. These results provide normative data of real-
world effectiveness of ECT, and add further support to its utility in patients
with severe psychiatric illness.
Keywords: electroconvulsive therapy, cohort studies, treatment outcome
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